Coating or Sizing With Dyeing Process or Product

Animals Markers

Electrical Device Making

Covered or Wrapped

Endless Bands

Unit or Cohesive Sheet-like Media In Flow Line or Frame

Plies or Layers of Different Characteristics or Orientation

Stringed

With Preparatory or Simultaneous Ancillary Treatment of Work

Immobilized Liquid Membrane

Having Mountable Casing

Plural Diverse Separating Means

With Cleaning of Filter

Moving Filter

Pads or Absorbent or Porous Applicators

Toothpick

Methods

Drapes

Artificial Gill, or Means for Separating Entrained Air From Liquid Stream

Conductive Armor or Sheath

Surface Bonding And/or Assembly Therefor

Electrolytic

With Vent or Valve for Air

Material

Supported, Shaped or Superimposed Formed Mediums

Of Specified Material Other than Unalloyed Aluminum

Including Dielectric Isolation Means

Having Insulated Electrode {e.g., Mosfet, Mos Diode}

Methods

Methods

Composite Article Making

Producing or Treating Porous Product

Layered, Stratified Traversely of Length, or Multiphase Macrostructure...

Removing Surface Portion of Composite Workpiece to Expose Substrate

Autogenously or By Activation of Dry Coated Particles

With Reshaping or Surface Embossing of Formed Article

With Subsequent Cutting, Grooving, Breaking, or Comminuting

Plural Channel Systems

Using Fourier Transform Spatial Filtering

Having Significant Detail of Cell Structure Only

With Fluid Distributer

Including Reflector

Integrated Optical Circuit

Web

Optical Fiber/optical Fiber Cable Termination Structure

Coated or Structurally Defined Flake, Particle, Cell, Strand, Strand Portion, ...

Web or Sheet Containing Structurally Defined Element or Component

Foraminous Product Produced

Preform Reshaping or Resizing Means: or Vulcanizing Means Including A Conforming...

Radionuclide or Intended Radionuclide Containing; Adjuvant or Carrier ...

Of Fluorinated Addition Polymer From Unsaturated Monomers

Particulate Matter {e.g., Sphere, Flake, Etc.}

Particulate Matter {e.g., Sphere, Flake, Etc.}

Particulate Matter {e.g., Sphere, Flake, Etc.}

Particulate Matter {e.g., Sphere, Flake, Etc.}

Polymer or Resin Containing {i.e., Natural or Synthetic}

Shrinkable or Shrunk {e.g., Due to Heat, Solvent, Volatile Agent, Restraint ...

Composite Having Voids In A Component {e.g., Porous, Cellular, Etc.}

With Substrate Layer of Specified Composition

Heating By Electromagnetic Wave

Magnetic Imaging Agent {e.g., Nmr, Mri, Mrs, Etc.}

Magnetic Imaging Agent {e.g., Nmr, Mri, Mrs, Etc.}

Magnetic Imaging Agent {e.g., Nmr, Mri, Mrs, Etc.}

Magnetic Imaging Agent {e.g., Nmr, Mri, Mrs, Etc.}

Magnetic Imaging Agent {e.g., Nmr, Mri, Mrs, Etc.}

Particulate Form {e.g., Powders, Granules, Beads, Microcapsules, And ...

Wearing Apparel, Fabric, or Cloth

Nitrogen or Nitrogenous Component

Means for Analyzing Gas Sample

Waste Gas Purifier

Involving An Insoluble Carrier for Immobilizing Immunochemicals

Optical Result

Sheets or Webs Edge Spliced or Joined

Insulative Material Deposited Upon Semiconductive Substrate

Having Insulated Gate {e.g., Igfet, Misfet, Mosfet, Etc.}

Involving Antigen-antibody Binding, Specific Binding Protein Assay or ...

Electrode

Include Electrolyte Chemically Specified And Method

Physical Dimension Specified

Discontinuous or Differential Coating, Impregnation or Bond {e.g., Artwork, ...

Complete Cover or Casing